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The animated corpse’s fetid breath blew on your face just moments before you took your killing 

stroke.   One down and about a hundred more to go.   Your party fights alongside you but for how 

long before one or all of you fall to the undead masses?   What started this?   Who knows and 

who cares.   What matters now is that you fight back this evil horde to accomplish your mission.   

You’ll never kill them all.   One, because they’re already dead.   And two, because this plague is 

running rampant and infecting more and more innocent villagers.   Welcome to Zombicide:  Black 

Plague. 

 

 
 

Zombicide:  Black Plague (ZBP) is a cooperative game for one to six players.  In this game, you 

and your friends are tasked with completing quests while dealing with a non-stop horde of nasty 

zombies.  ZBP is an offshoot of the wildly successful Zombicide series of games by Guillotine 

Games.  In ZBP however, the setting is a medieval/fantasy world as opposed to modern times.   



The overall look and feel of ZBP is cartoony but in a mature adult way.  If any of you remember 

the animated movie Heavy Metal, then this may be a good analogy with regards to the artwork.  
Zombie gore is plentiful.  But unlike Heavy Metal, there is no nudity or sexual content in ZBP.  In 

my opinion, the game may not be suitable for small kids.  The theme and depictions of violence 

may be a bit much for the little ones.  

 

This is not a rules heavy game and because it has miniatures, it might be a good gateway game for 

your friends or family who aren’t wargamers.  Setup is fairly quick and easy.  You pick one of ten 

quests, you place the game tiles and tokens for that particular quest, you pick one or more 

characters, select equipment, shuffle and place a couple of game decks, put your character’s mini 

in the starting position, and you’re ready to enter the killing fields. 

 

Although you can spend all your time hacking and slashing the undead, that’s not the point of this 

game.  The longer you take to complete a quest, the more zombies will appear for you to fight.  

ZBP has a brilliant mechanic regarding the placement and movement of zombies.  Zombies will 

spawn every turn in specific spawn zones.  Not only that, but the number of zombies spawned is 

determined by how many zombies the most experienced character in your party has killed (re-

killed?).  The higher your kills, the more zombies will be spawned each turn.   The game is won by 

the party as long as one player remains to complete the quest.  In this manner, you can sacrifice 

your character to benefit the party.  “Please, go on without me!  Tell my wife I went down 

fighting!” 

 

Zombie movement is based on whether or not you’re in their line of sight or made a noise which 

will also cause them to move towards your character.  Movement is noisy.  Breaking down a door 

is noisy.  Combat is (mostly) noisy.   

 

While gameplay is very similar to its Zombicide game ancestors, ZBP has made a huge 

improvement with the introduction of plastic game trays and markers for each character.  These 

little trays make it easy to keep track of wounds, which weapons are armed and ready, and how 

much experience a character has.  I’ll admit this was the main reason I decided to invest in yet 

another Zombicide game.  Without these game trays, the prior Zombicide games made it easy to 

lose track of these important character stats. 

 

The miniatures in ZBP are of acceptable quality.  Awards could have been won on the sculpts but 

because they are molded in plastic, the miniature details are a little fuzzy at times.  Regardless, any 

game with actual miniatures and not cardboard counters is a fine thing in my book so ZBP gets 

kudos for this.  I’m a mini painter so I’m a bit biased towards games with minis.  This game comes 

with sixty-five zombie miniatures.  I’m not sure I’ll paint these anytime soon, but the option is 

there. 

 

As I mentioned earlier, ZBP definitely supports solo play and you can play all six characters if you 

want to.  The more the merrier and probably the easier it is to complete certain quests. 

 

Overall, this was a great addition to my collection of solo games and certainly one I can enjoy with 

others.  I hope you enjoy it as much as I did! 
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